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QUESTION BANK FOR CLASS IX

SCIENCE-TYPICAL QUESTIONS FROM CHEMISTRY

A) One mark question
1) Which metal conduct electricity very easily?
2) Out of sodium and potassium which one is bigger in size?
3) The electron releasing capacity of an atom is termed as……………?
4) Most electro negative atom in the periodic table is………?
5) Metal used in photocopying machine is………….?
6) Most abundant metal in human body?
7) Most abundant metal on earth crust?
8) Most abundant nonmetal in the universe
9) Most abundant element on earth crust
10) Most abundant element in earth’s atmosphere

B) Two mark question
1) Burning plastic not good for humans and atmosphere why?
2) Iron pillar in Delhi is wonder because it is not rusting how you can prevent 

iron from rusting
3) Boiling point of water can be decreased how? Explain?
4)  Danger light is always red why?
5) What is steel which nonmetal is used for making steel?
6) Glass of historical monuments is not transparent why?
7) During summer it is good to use cotton clothes why?
8)  What is Bakelite? Where it is used and why?
9) Naturally occurring sweetest sugar is…..?Where it is found?
10) Write three names of noble gases?

C) Three mark question
1) Water kept in earthen pots will be cool how?
2) Derive the molecular formula of calcium chloride?
3) How sodium reacts with water write equation?
4) Which alloy is used for making aircraft wings and why?
5) Even in ice cold conditions polar aquatic lives will survive how?
6) Rubber milk is latex how it is hardened explain?
7)  Name the material used for preparing Teflon coating and bullet proves? 

How it is formed?
8) How you will separate a mixture of sand and ammonium chloride, explain 

the process?
9) In different steps explain how you can purify water?
10) Which cell is used in space shuttles? Why it is used?
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